Analytics Pro
Robust pre-built data visualization for
top KPIs, in seconds
Reshape your data experience by visualizing massive amounts of revenue cycle
data with simplicity and speed. Analytics Pro enables healthcare organizations of
all sizes to uncover the stories hiding in your data. Start your data exploration
journey with a big picture of your revenue cycle. With pre-built dashboards and
reports, you have the power and flexibility to analyze, evaluate and visualize data
points in near real-time.

Grow + scale with data insights you can trust
Delivering data experiences to support the complex decision-making needs of visionary healthcare organizations requires a different approach. Waystar’s Analytics + Business Intelligence platform goes beyond
standard reports and dashboards to deliver impact through data experiences that fit the way people work.
Better decisions happen with simple access to the right data at the right time. Waystar’s end-to-end RCM
platform unlocks the value of your unified data to deliver simplified, tailored data experiences to empower
decision-making across your organization. Optimize your rev cycle with accurate data you can trust.

Empowering elevated data experiences
• Powered by Waystar’s Analytics + BI Platform,
gain a holistic understanding of your rev cycle with a
360-degree view across a single, unified data platform
• Analyze data easily with pre-built KPI-driven
dashboards and reports that turn your data into insights
and power better decisions
• Enabling strategic visibility and actionable
execution, with triggers, alerts and email follow-up
• Go beyond the surface and drill down into underlying
data with dynamic, interactive, easy-to-use data
visualization tools that allow for a deeper understanding
of your rev cycle

Ready to explore your rev cycle in a new way?
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Waystar simplifies and unifies the healthcare revenue cycle with innovative, cloud-based technology. Together, our technology, data and client
support streamline workflows and improve financials for our clients, so they can focus on their patients.
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